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About us
Bakkah is a national consulting
and training company formed
by multinational professionals
that have a wide experience in
management consulting and
professional training

We develop solutions tailored
to our customers needs.
Based on our knowledge,
experience and best practices of
several industries, we help
organizations reach the best
decisions to ensure
accountability for project
success, cost reduction and profit
uplifts.

Our experts with their sufficient
skills enables us to provide
solutions ranging from business
strategy to the most
functional and operative areas
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Vision
To be the company of
choice for providing
management
consulting and
professional training
services, utilizing the
state-of-the-art business
models, methodologies
and tools.

Mission
To provide high quality
management
consulting and
professional training
services, tailored to
customer requirements
and expectations.

Values
 Customer Satisfaction
 High Quality Services
 Knowledge Sharing
 Integrity and Work Ethics
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At Glance

10000 +
Trainees

600+

Training Courses

200+
Projects

100+
Clients
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Why
Bakkah Inc.

 Global solutions and techniques with local suitability
 Understand local market’s needs, changes & challenges
 Customized solution based on customer’s needs
 Superior quality services based on best practices
 High professional standards & integrity
 Driven by talented and professional team
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Our Services
Professional
Training Courses

Project/Program
Management (PPM)
Services

Human Resources
(HR) Services

Project/Program &
Change Management

PMO/PgMO Establishment

Organization
Development Consulting

Human Resources
Management

Project/Program
Management Consulting

Job Evaluation, Grading
& Salary Scale

Information Technology
Management

Project/Program
Management Outsourcing

Human Resources
Consulting

Quality Management

Portfolio, Programme &
Project Management Maturity
Model (P3M3)

Human Resources
Outsourcing
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PM Services
We provide the following Services:
 PMO/PgMO Establishment
 PMO Running
 PM Advisory

 PM Outsourcing
 Maturity Model (P3M3)

Project Management

Project
Mobilization

Strategize

Assess

Phase 1

Develop

Phase 2

Implement

Grading
Project
& Salary
Closure
Structure

Phase 3

Quality Assurance & Knowledge Transfer
Project Management and PMO Consulting Methodology

Read more: http://www.bakkah.net.sa/project-management/
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HR Services
We provide the following Services:
 Organization Development Consulting
 Job Descriptions & Evaluation
 Grading and Salary Scale

 Other HR Services
 Start-up Toolkit

Project Management

Project
Mobilization

Workshops
(1,2 & 3)

Comprehensive
Strategic Profile

Organizational
Restructure

Job
Descriptions /
Policy /
Processes /
Forms /
Authority
Matrix

Grading
& Salary
Structure

Project
Closure

Phase 2

Phase 1

Quality Assurance & Knowledge Transfer
Human Resources and Organization Development Consulting Methodology

Read more: http://www.bakkah.net.sa/human-resources/
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Training Portfolio
Logo

Certificate Name

Project Management
Professional (PMP)®

Duration

Brief Description

5 days

The Project Management Professional credential is recognized as the universal
standard of the profession. In this course, you will gain skills to help you prepare for
the PMP® exam and ace it. Through this training you will learn essential PMBOK®
Guide (5th Edition) terminologies, tools and techniques. This accredited course
from PMI provides you with the 35 contact hours you need to be eligible for the
PMP® exam.

6 days

This PMP® training course is designed to prepare PMP® aspirants for PMI PMP®
exam through classroom training designed to comprehensively prepare trainees for
the PMP exam. If you take our PMP® Boot Camp, you automatically are enrolled in
our Exam Pass Guarantee program, Bakkah Inc. guarantees you will pass the PMP®
using our accelerated methodology.

6 days

This training is designed to provide the trainees with hands-on experience by
applying the PMP theory on a selected Project scenario, the trainer will serve as a
facilitator for the trainees to be able to plan an overall project from scratch
according to PMI standards and methodologies. The results will be apparent in the
project manager performance after this workshop.

Project Management
Professional (PMP)®
Bootcamp

Project Management
Professional (PMP)®
Workshop
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Program Management
Professional (PgMP)®

Portfolio Management
Professional (PfMP)®

Risk Management
Professional (RMP)®

Duration

Brief Description

4 days

PgMP® demonstrates a proven competency to oversee multiple, related projects
and their resources to achieve strategic business goals.
PgMP credential holders oversee the success of a program, grouping related
projects together to realize organizational benefits not available if they were
managed separately. It’s the perfect fit if you define projects, assign project
managers and oversee programs.

4 days

Portfolio Management helps organizations make decisions about implementing the
right changes to business as usual; those changes are delivered via projects and
programs.
The workshop shows participants how to apply the guidance, giving participants
the chance to sit the Portfolio Management Professional level examination.

4 days

To enable professionals in identifying, assessing and successfully treating risks in all
types of projects and capacities including day-to-day work, and to empower them
to become internationally recognized and certified as Project Risk Management
Professionals based on PMBok (5th Edition).
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name
Scheduling
Professional (SP)®

Duration

Brief Description

4 days

To enable professionals to develop skills in the specialized area of developing and
maintaining the project schedule. This will prepare individuals for the PMI-SP global
credential that acknowledges individuals who strengthen and support project
management by offering knowledge specific to project scheduling based on
PMBok (5th Edition).

3 days

The PMI-ACP recognizes knowledge of agile principles, practices and tools and
techniques across agile methodologies. If you use agile practices in your projects,
or your organization is adopting agile approaches to project management, the
PMI-ACP® certification may be right for you.

4 days

The number of business analysis jobs is predicted to increase 19 percent by 2022.
This research indicates a growing need for professionals skilled in effective
requirements management.
The PMI-PBA credential spotlights your ability to effectively work with stakeholders
to define their business requirements, shape the output of projects and drive
successful business outcomes.

PMI Agile Certified
Practitioner
(PMI-ACP)®

PMI Professional in
Business Analysis (PMIPBA)
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Duration

Brief Description

3 days

To enable professionals in identifying, assessing and successfully treating risks in all
types of projects and capacities including day-to-day work, and to empower them
to become internationally recognized and certified as Project Risk Management
Professionals based on PMBok (5th Edition).

2 days

Enable professionals to utilize Microsoft® Project 2013 & 2016, a state-of-art tool in
project management that was designed to serve both simple and complicated
projects management. This tool gives you a powerful, visually enhanced way to
effectively manage a wide range of projects and programs. From meeting crucial
deadlines, to selecting the right resources and empowering your teams, it basically
delivers new and intuitive experiences in collaborative project management within
individuals, teams and the enterprise.

Certified Associate in
Project Management
(CAPM)®

Microsoft®
Project 2013 & 2016
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name
PRINCE2®
(Projects IN Controlled
Environments)

Brief Description
Is a process-based approach for project management providing an easily tailored and scalable
method for the management of all types of projects. The method is the de-facto standard for
project management in the UK and is practiced worldwide. This certification has three levels:
Foundation, Practitioner and Professional
PRINCE2 Agile® is the world’s most complete agile project management solution, combining the
flexibility and responsiveness of agile with the clearly defined framework of PRINCE2®.

PRINCE2 Agile®

Managing
Successful Programmes
(MSP®)

PRINCE2 Agile® can be taken if you hold any of the following certifications: PRINCE2®
Foundation
PRINCE2® Practitioner, Project Management Professional® (PMP), Certified Associate in Project
Management® (CAPM), IMPA Levels A,B,C and D® (Certified Projects Director)
MSP® represents proven programme management best practice in the successful delivery of
transformational change through the application of programme management. This certification
has two levels: Foundation and Practitioner
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name
Portfolio, Programme
and Project Offices
(P3O®)

ITIL® Foundation

The Portfolio, Program, &
Project
Management Maturity
Model (P3M3®)

Brief Description
(P3O®) is a Best Management Practice certification and is aligned to PRINCE2®, MSP®, and
MoR®. P3O® brings together in one place a set of principles, processes and techniques to
facilitate effective portfolio, programme and project management through enablement,
challenge and support structures. This certification has two levels: Foundation and Practitioner
ITIL® is the only consistent and comprehensive documentation of best practice for IT Service
Management. Used by many hundreds of organizations around the world, a whole ITIL
philosophy has grown up around the guidance contained within the ITIL books and the
supporting professional qualification scheme This certification has five levels: Foundation,
Intermediate, Managing Across the Lifecycle, Expert and Master
The Portfolio, Program, and Project Management Maturity Model (P3M3®) has become a key
standard amongst maturity models, providing a framework with which organizations can assess
their current performance and put in place improvement plans.
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Brief Description

PHRi®

The Professional in HR – International (PHRi training course) is a globally relevant credential that
is designed to validate professional-level core human resource knowledge and skills. The
credential demonstrates mastery of generally accepted technical and operational HR principles.
Independent of geographic region, the credential complements local HR practices. Through
demonstrated knowledge, the credential enhances the credibility of HR professionals and the
organizations they serve.

SPHRi®

The Senior Professional in Human Resources – International™ (SPHRi™ training course) is a
global, competency-based credential that is designed to validate professional-level core HR
knowledge and skills. This credential demonstrates a mastery of generally accepted HR
principles in strategy, policy development and service delivery. Independent of geographic
region, this credential complements local HR practices. Through demonstrated knowledge, this
credential enhances the credibility of HR professionals and the organizations they serve. This
certification is only available to candidates who practice outside the United States.

GPHR®

The Certified Business Analysis Professional (CBAP®) designation is a professional certification
for individuals with extensive business analysis experience. CBAPs are acknowledged as
competent individuals performing a role that is increasingly recognized as a vital component of
any successful project.
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Brief Description

CHAMPS2®

CHAMPS2® is a vision led, benefits-driven business change method which is broad in scope and
encompasses the whole business change journey. It helps you define your organization’s
strategic needs and then provides a tailored journey to ensure that the desired outcomes are
achieved. This certification has two levels: Foundation and Practitioner

Scrum
Certification

Scrum training and certification fulfil the vision of the Agile manifesto by fostering greater
collaboration, productivity, and success among team members. This global movement
transforms organizations and takes them to higher levels of performance
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Brief Description

This level provides individuals with a certificate that recognizes individuals entering the field of
Entry Certificate in
Business Analysis (ECBA) business analysis.
This professional certification is for business analysis practitioners who want to be recognized for
Certification of Capability
their expertise and skills by earning formal recognition.
in Business Analysis™
(CCBA®)
Current professionals with their CCBA® designation will be grandfathered into this level.
Certified
Business Analysis
Professional
(CBAP®)

Certified Business
Analysis Thought
Leader™ (CBATL™)

The Certified Business Analysis Professional (CBAP®) designation is a professional certification
for individuals with extensive business analysis experience. CBAPs are acknowledged as
competent individuals performing a role that is increasingly recognized as a vital component of
any successful project.
This level recognizes business analysis professionals who have over 10 years of experience and
are considered industry Thought Leaders as follows:
•
•
•
•

whose expertise in the BA field is well sought after
who advance the BA profession
who give back to the community
who contribute to the evolution of the BA practice
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name
Lean Six Sigma –
Yellow Belt

Lean Six Sigma –
Green Belt

Lean Six Sigma –
Black Belt

Brief Description
The Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt training is designed to provide delegates with a good high level
understanding of Lean Six Sigma methods and prepare them to participate, as contributors, to
Lean Six Sigma projects. Yellow Belts are not experts in the methodology, but understand the
activities, deliverables and key concepts of Team problem solving.

The main focus of the training is on the application of Lean Six Sigma DMAIC methods to real
life improvement projects within the delegate’s own organization. Trainees are required to pass
the exam on the last day of the training and complete a “Lean Six Sigma Project” in order to
become certified.

Our training is delivered by qualified black belt tutors with years of professional experience. They
will work with you to help you gain leadership status, learn all there is to know about Define
Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC) and how to get to grips with the
methodologies and tools to drive business improvements. Trainees are required to pass the
exam on the last day of the training and complete a “Lean Six Sigma Project” in order to
become certified.
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Training Portfolio - continued
Logo

Certificate Name

Brief Description

This level provides individuals with a certificate that recognizes individuals entering the field of
Entry Certificate in
Business Analysis (ECBA) business analysis.
This professional certification is for business analysis practitioners who want to be recognized for
Certification of Capability
their expertise and skills by earning formal recognition.
in Business Analysis™
(CCBA®)
Current professionals with their CCBA® designation will be grandfathered into this level.
Certified
Business Analysis
Professional
(CBAP®)

Certified Business
Analysis Thought
Leader™ (CBATL™)

The Certified Business Analysis Professional (CBAP®) designation is a professional certification
for individuals with extensive business analysis experience. CBAPs are acknowledged as
competent individuals performing a role that is increasingly recognized as a vital component of
any successful project.
This level recognizes business analysis professionals who have over 10 years of experience and
are considered industry Thought Leaders as follows:
•
•
•
•

whose expertise in the BA field is well sought after
who advance the BA profession
who give back to the community
who contribute to the evolution of the BA practice
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Our Alliances

Bakkah is a R.E.P

Bakkah is an

Bakkah is an

Bakkah is a partner

Bakkah is an

(Registered

accredited training

accredited training

with Microsoft to

accredited Training

Education Provider)

provider for

center from the

provide trainings for

organization (ATO)

at PMI

the HR Certification

TVTC in Saudi

MS Project

from AXELOS

Institute

Arabia
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Some of Our Clients
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Contact us
Alnargas Commercial Center, Second Floor, Office # 9
Intersection between AbiBakr AsSiddiq Rd &
Thumamah Rd, Alnargas Dist.
P.O. Box 86593
Riyadh 11632, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 11 210 1141
Fax:+966 11 210 1131
Email:
contactus@bakkah.net.sa
Website: www.bakkah.net.sa
BAKKAHINC/
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